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BEYOND COFFEE, WORLDWIDE COFFEE TRADING PLATFORM
 

COMING SOON ON BEYCO: 
TRACEABILITY & TRANSPARENCY OF THE COFFEE CHAIN

In the last months, we have been busy with further development of BEYCO. A public
page was launched, on which BEYCO users can visualize themselves on a world map.
Have a look on www.beyco.nl/map. Soon it will be possible to show the interactions
between producers and buyers on the map as well:  with permission of both parties,
contracts made on BEYCO can be displayed. Details like price, volumes and quality can
be seen. This information comes straight from BEYCO and reflects real agreements.
With this feature buyers can show the prices that they are paying for their coffee and
also where it comes from.
 
We will inform you more about it during the World of Coffee 2019 in Berlin!
 
In collaboration with Rabobank Foundation, the Beyco team recently went to Colombia
to analyse data needed for the Beyco farmer profile. Together with several coffee
partners, they discussed the possibilities to collect and share farmer data more
efficiently with a new BEYCO feature that will facilitate traceability of the coffee
starting at farm level.
 
Start connecting coffee on beyco.nl and see who is already there on beyco.nl/map!

# c o n n e c t i n g c o f f e e

http://www.beyco.nl/map


CIRCULAR COFFEE FUND 
 

 USING CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
TO BENEFIT SUSTAINABLE COFFEE FARMING
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The Circular Coffee Fund is a non-profit collaboration between Progreso, This Side
Up Coffees and the Circular Coffee Collective that seeks smart savings made
through circular economy and invest these in sustainable coffee farming.
 
One of the first initiatives addressed by the Circular Coffee Fund takes place in the
The Amsterdam Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) where the offices of Progreso and
This Side Up Coffees are located. KIT is an independent center of expertise and
education for sustainable development which could help the Circular Coffee Fund to
make the difference! 
 
Right now, the Circular Coffee Fund hopes to influence all KIT coffee drinkers to go
sustainable: as from now there won’t be any paper cups available anymore, and each
disposable coffee cup spared will contribute to the fund and support us to carry out
its mission!
 
To be continued…
 
For now, follow the last updates on social media:
 
www.facebook.com/circularcoffeefund
www.instagram.com/circularcoffeefund
 

http://www.circularcoffeefund.com/
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In order to keep on developing knowledge on coffee, the Progreso team
attended a coffee cupping session at The Coffee Alchemist in Amsterdam. The
session started off with an explanation of the roasting profile for a cupping
session. This varies quite a bit from a ‘consumption roast’. Then details on how
to prepare  a cupping session and how to cup were provided.
 
All kinds of coffees were cupped: from washed, semi washed and natural
Arabicas, to different Robustas produced by our partners. The beans were
from Guatemala, Peru, Colombia, Cameroon and Costa Rica. The flavours of
the coffees were compared with nuts, fruits and chocolates.
 
The final part of the session consisted of a cupping of nine different producer
organisations that work with Progreso. All 9 producer organisations received
feedback from that session and will work together with Progreso on improving
their quality and finding markets for their coffees.
 
Next session to be held will be about the roasting process!

CUPPING SESSION
 

WITH THE PROGRESO TEAM
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Before the start of the African Fine Coffee Association (AFCA) Conference,

Progreso in collaboration with Rabobank Foundation, organized a two-day

training in Rwanda for producer organisations. Partners from Rabobank

Foundation, Sustainable Growers and Progreso were invited to attend this

workshop on “Coffee Quality and Marketing”.

 

Two coffee (market) experts facilitated the training on: price risk management,

market trends and requirements, certifications, coffee quality and marketing

strategies.

 

A total of 29 participants representing 15 producer organisations from

Rwanda, Uganda and Kenya attended the training and learned more about the

relation between coffee quality and market access, and how to approach

potential buyers for their coffee. The training was a good preparation for the

AFCA conference in the following days.

IN RWANDA

TRAINING ON COFFEE QUALITY AND MARKETING

# c o n n e c t i n g m a r k e t s
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The African Fine Coffee Association Conference took place in Kigali from

Wednesday until Friday. 

 

During these days, the producer organisations could practice their new skills

to connect with coffee buyers. The Progreso team had a lot of meetings, with

project implementing partners, coffee chain players, and discussed project

progress with the producer organisations. Furthermore, we took the

opportunity to introduce BEYCO (Beyond Coffee), to new users and helped

them to create a profile.

2019 AFRICAN FINE COFFEE ASSOCIATION (AFCA) CONFERENCE
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We appreciate the warm welcome that we received from our partners in

Rwanda and thank all the partners that made the “Quality & Marketing”

training possible.

While in Rwanda, the Progreso team visited the washing stations of our

partners Abateraninkunga Ba Sholi and Dukunde Kawa. Both partners gave

us a tour through their washing stations, milling and storage plants, and

explained their processing methods to us in detail. We have also tasted the

delicious yoghurt that Dukunde Kawa produces from their milk production.

 

VISIT TO BA SHOLI AND DUKUNDE KAWA
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In February, we attended the 2019 edition of the Amsterdam Chocoa Festival.

During the event, we had meetings with partner organisations from Ghana,

Uganda, Colombia, Nicaragua and Peru and with project partners to discuss

the progress of ongoing projects. New contacts were also made for possible

further collaboration in the cocoa value chain, and new information was

gathered through the interesting presentations at the Chocoa Conference.

Lots of chocolates were obviously also consumed!

In March, we attended the 2019 edition of the Amsterdam Coffee Festival. A

fair filled with coffee lovers ranging from producer organisations, to social

enterprises, to small, medium and large coffee businesses, to baristas, to

coffee experts and latte artists! We learned a lot from the one-on-one

interactions, the presentations, the organized competitions and the loads of

coffee available to enjoy. In preparation for the festival we brought samples

from different partners that attended the AFCA in Rwanda to the

Netherlands. The Amsterdam coffee festival was a good opportunity to hand

out those samples to potential buyers and explain them more about our

partners and their coffees.

AMSTERDAM COFFEE FESTIVAL

IN THE NETHERLANDS
 

AMSTERDAM CHOCOA FESTIVAL
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Thanks to our support they were able to connect with lots of potential buyers. In line

with Progreso’s access to markets strategy, guiding organisations in meetings with

buyers is very important for them. To know the buyers gives them a better

understanding of buyers demands and interests and is a great opportunity to present

their organisations and their coffees! Most buyers and producers we are working

with have registered on beyco.nl, so it is very  easy to find each other  on the platform.

We participated in the 2019 Specialty Coffee Exposition of America (SCA) held at the

Washington Convention Center, in Boston. The SCA is a great opportunity for small

producer organisations looking for new markets to promote their produce at a fair

price, according to the quality of coffee they can offer. During the event, we

introduced producer organisations we are working with to potential buyers

interested in reliable coffee sourcing.

IN AMERICA
 

SPECIALTY COFFEE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (SCA) IN BOSTON

http://www.beyco.nl/
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Producer organisations participated in tasting rounds where the quality of their

coffee was praised. Global Cafés even won the third place in an event made by

SPP. The constant hard work of the farmers and the enhanced services offered

by their producer organization for the maintenance of the plantations and the

development of infrastructures for post-harvest, showed result. The physical

and sensory quality of their coffee improved and some of the producer

organisations focus now on specialty niche markets.
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During these project visits there were intense discussions about the

lucrativeness of the coffee businesses, the status of financial management

and record keeping activities, the procedures of coffee processing at the

washing stations and the progress of the specific ongoing projects. Also, a

total of 5 washing stations were visited. Management and board members

of the cooperatives were present in the meetings, and actively participated

in the discussions.

 

Improvements in the washing stations and financial management were

observed since the last project visit. Further recommendations were given

for coffee quality improvement such as floating and sorting of the wet

parchment, and record keeping tools were introduced to ease management

of the business and the projects.

 

Both the cooperatives and the Progreso team were very pleased with the

visit and the thorough discussions held, and we strongly believe further

impact of the collaboration will be visible soon.

 

In April 2019, Ghislaine visited

the ongoing projects with

partner organisations in

Kenya. Together with a

regional consultant she visited

Kamuga Gaichanjiru Farmers’

Cooperative Society, Kamurai

Farmers’ Cooperative Society

and Kagaari North Farmers’

Cooperative Society.
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PROJECT VISIT IN KENYA
 

BY GHISLAINE BONGERS, PROGRAM MANAGER FOR AFRICA

# c o n n e c t i n g f a r m e r s
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PROJECT VISIT IN PERU
 

BY RIANNE VAN DER BOM, PROGRAM MANAGER PROCLIMATE

On March 24th Rianne arrived in Piura, a city in the north of Peru. A couple of

weeks ahead of her trip, the people in Piura were worried that a new ‘el Niño’

weather disaster could plague the region, like one did in 2017. Fortunately,

they were mostly spared and could continue to rebuild what was lost two

years ago due to heavy rainfall in the Andes and subsequent overflowing rivers

in the Piura valley. The Piura region is very dry and is not prepared for this kind

of weather, and it is very clear that besides civil engineers, (agro)forestry

experts are also needed to make these areas more resistant to changing

weather patterns.

 

Our ProClimate program is part of the first and so far, only fair carbon

certified reforestation project in the world, located in the Piura mountains.

The project was started in 2008 by Progreso and the Norandino cooperative

and is now Gold Standard and Fair Trade certified. We are currently in the

process of carbon sequestration verification for the trees planted between

2010 and 2012 and working on plans to scale up the project with new areas to

be planted in the following years. This is a great opportunity for the Norandino

cooperative to become carbon neutral itself, by investing in the project and

thus obtaining carbon credits. Also, it is a great opportunity for clients who

might be interested in offsetting their own carbon output and buying carbon

neutral coffee, cocoa and cane sugar!
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After a week in hot and dry Piura, Rianne went on to Villa Rica, a coffee town

in the central jungle of Peru. Here the people are used to rain, and the cities

and towns are somewhat more prepared for it. Even so, with very heavy

rainfall in the mountains, the usually beautiful rivers in the jungle turn into

destructive forces, taking down houses, causing landslides and destroying

roads. Fortunately, Villa Rica itself was spared, though getting there was

quite the challenge!

 

Here we work with the CEPRO Yanesha cooperative, which is part of our

Circular Coffee Fund. The Yaneshas are one of the native tribes that have

lived in this region for thousands of years, having migrated from the

Caribbean, through Venezuela and entering Peru near what today is the city

of Iquitos.

CEPRO Yanesha’s members come from 7 Yanesha communities in the

districts of Villa Rica and Oxapampa, of which 6 produce Arabica coffee and 1

produces Robusta coffee. Sustainable coffee production is high on the

agenda, as these indigenous communities are located within the Oxapampa

Ashaninka Yanesha Biosphere Reserve.

Especially the Yanesha Robusta coffee is quite unique, as Peru is not known

to be a Robusta coffee producing country. And besides that, this high-quality

Robusta coffee is hand sorted and Organic and Fair Trade certified. Which

means that a skilled barista could make an “Organic, Fair Trade, Single Origin,

Peruvian, native Yanesha, Italian style, espresso!  A beverage that in name-

length and quality could easily compete with any other coffee brand out

there!
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#connectingcoffee&cocoa #connectingmarkets #connectingfarmers

https://www.linkedin.com/company/progreso-foundation/
https://twitter.com/progresobeyco
https://www.instagram.com/progresofoundation/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCowvQ4ALm5L6t333VnIkfDg

